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Abstract
Radon measurement on the surface can represent the subsurface condition. The measured Radon in
geothermal field is caused by the source, which is usually a geothermal reservoir. This study did
the inversion process for determining the depth and value of Radon Source. Another fact, nonuniqueness of the solution can produce a result with different model parameter combinations.
Hence, it can confuse the interpreter to determine the correct model. Based on this case, we
proposed an inversion scheme that can minimize the non-uniqueness effect in the Radon data
inversion. The scheme is started by Monte-Carlo inversion and finished by damped least-square.
Monte-Carlo inversion, as one of the global optimizations, produce an appropriate starting model
for the damped least squares. The damped least square method will finish the scheme fast. In order
to be sure with the result, the whole scheme is repeated 19 times. The relative RMS error for the
synthetic data is 0.07% to 0.32% to a depth difference of 7% from the synthetic model. With this
synthetic data inversion test, the inversion scheme was applied to the real data from the Rajabasa
Geothermal field. With this scheme, the section AA’ gives an error of 0.51% to 0.88% with a
depth of 712 m and section BB’ gives an error of 5.79% to 5.27% with a depth of 728 m. This
result is coherent with the magnetotelluric data in this area.
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1. Introduction
Radon is abundant in magmatic rock because
they contain Uranium-238 as Radon sources.
A Radon is a noble gas that dissolves
easily in the geothermal fluid. As magmatic
rock and geothermal fluid made contact
inside the reservoir, the geothermal fluid
will be containing a lot of Radon. Hence, it
is assumed that the geothermal reservoir
is the Radon source (Balcázar et al., 2010).
Radon survey in the geothermal area
has been carried out by Haerudin et al.
(Haerudin et al., 2013) in Rajabasa
Geothermal Field and by Haerudin et al.
(Haerudin et al., 2016) in the Way Ratai
Geothermal Field.
Moreover, the geothermal fluid consists of
Radium, which is the nearest Radon source.
Hence, Radon will always be produced in the
geothermal fluid while it migrates to the
surface. The migration follows a diffusionconvection mechanism (Fleischer et al., 1980;
Tanner, 1980; Iakovleva and Ryzhakova,
*Corresponding author:

2003; Iskandar et al., 2005). The diffusion
process follows the Flick’s Law (Schroeder
et al., 1965; Mogro-Campero and Fleischer,
1977), which will reach only several meters
(Krister and Lennart, 1982). While the
significant process that makes Radon move
to the surface follow the Darcy’s Law of
convection. Because Radon migrates from
the reservoir in the geothermal fluid, the
existence of fault and fracture under the
surface becomes an essential factor for the
migration (Figure 1).
Radon inside the reservoir is assumed to have
starting concentration value as N. That value
will be reduced as it travels and decays then
becomes Nt. While the Radon source (N) in
the reservoir cannot be measured yet, the
Radon value of the surface can be measured
by Radon detector. From the Radon on the
surface, we can backwardly determine the
value of the Radon source (N) by using the
inversion method.
nandi.haerudin@eng.unila.ac.id
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Figure 1. Illuustration of Radon migration inn the subsurfacee (modified from
m (Balcázar et aal., 2010)).

2. Forwaard Modelin
ng
Inversionn modelingg is applied
d based onn
numericaal simulationn of Radon concentration
c
n
distributtion in the homogenous
h
s overburdenn
above ann active faullt zone (Liu et al., 2008)).
This sim
mulation is a developm
ment of ann
analytic solution of a simple one-dimensionaal
geometryy model (S
Soonawala and
a
Telfordd,
2002). T
This analyticc solution was
w producedd
based oon the Radoon movemen
nt under thee
overburdden rock, which
w
involv
ves diffusionn
and connvection meechanism. The
T
previouss
modelingg was basedd on migratio
on simulationn
of Radoon in overbburden rock with singlee
fracture and finite width (Abdoh
(
andd
Pilkingtoon, 1989).
The genneral formulla in this simulation
s
iss

exp
pressed as:
 2 N  2 N v y N




N 0
2
2
*

y
y
x
D
D*

(1)

witth
λ = Decay consttant = 2.1 × 10-6 /s
D* = Diffusivity = 0.005 cm
m2/s
vy= Convection velocity = 00.008 cm/s
N= Initial Rado
on concentrattion (calculatted)
Acccording to Equation (11), the num
merical
solu
ution is created by usingg the Gauss-S
Seidel
fivee point sten
ncil of the finite diffeerence
metthod. The boundary ccondition in
n this
form
mula follows the von Neeumann bou
undary
con
ndition (Figu
ure 2). Besiddes that, at a depth
of y,
y the Radon
n value distriibution is eq
qual to
the Radon Sourrce (N).

Fiigure 2. Finite difference
d
calcuulation for the Radon
R
simulatio
on illustration.
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The first deriivative form
mula can be
approoximated by using finite difference ass:

with

N ( x, y ) N ( x  x, y )  N ( x  x, y )

x
2 x

rx 

x2
2(x 2  y 2 )

(7)

ry 

y 2
2( x 2  y 2 )

(8)

rxy 

x 2y 2
2(x 2  y 2 )

(9)

(2)

In disscrete term, Equation (2) can be wriitten
as:
N i , j
x



N i 1, j  N i 1, j
x

(3)

wheree i is the inddex for comp
ponent x andd j is
the iindex of component y. Similar to the
previous equationn, the secon
nd derivativee of
N(x,y)
y) can be appproximated by using fiinite
differrence as:

The calcullation proccess is completed
iteratively, so
s we get a convergentt N value
distribution, which reppresents thee Radon
distribution inside the ooverburden rock.
r
The
Radon value on the suurface (Nt) is
i picked
inside the grround with a depth of 70
0 cm. The
Nt value of the
t simulatioon is used as data that
is compared
d with the reeal measured
d data on
the field.

2
 N ( x, y ) N ( x  x, y )  2 N ( x, y )  N ( x  x , y )

2
2
x
x

(4)
E
(4) is written ass:
In disscrete term, Equation

 2 Ni , j
x 2



3. Syntheticc Model
Following the explannation of forward
modeling beefore, we maade a simulaation of a
synthetic model
m
with 22500 m len
ngth and
depth of 1000 m. Raadon valuess of the
synthetic mo
odel is show
wn in Figuree 3a with
10 segmentss of Radon ssource. By using
u
that
model, we obtained
o
subbsurface Rad
don value
distribution (Figure 3b).

Ni 1, j  2 Ni , j  N i 1, j
x 2

(5)

From
m both equations above, we
w can substiitute
them Equation (1) to become a discrete terrm
Ni,j  ry (Ni1, j  Ni1,j ) 
 Vy 

rx 1 *  (Ni,j1  Ni,,j1)  rxy * (Ni,jj )
D
D



(6)

(a)

(b)
Figgure 1. a) Radon source syntheetic model at a ddepth of 1000 m.
m b) Synthetic Radon distribuution in the overrburden.
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From thaat data, we selected
s
data with a depthh
of 70 cm
m under the surface as synthetic dataa
(Figure 44). From thaat figure, wee can see thaat
the surfa
face value (N
Nt) has a sim
milar patternn
with thee source (N).. The syntheetic data givee
two maxximum valuees of the curv
ve, but with a
smaller vvalue and naarrower than the source. IIt
is happeening becauuse of the diffusion
d
andd
convectiion of the Raadon gas from the sourcee
to the suurface.
Most off the geophhysical meth
hods have a
commonn problem when
w
trying to solve thee
inverse pproblem, whhich is non-u
uniqueness o f
the soluttion (Zhdanoov, 2002). A geophysicss
data caan be said inheriting non-uniquee

solu
ution because it can be fo
formed from many
com
mbinations of models. In this Radon
R
sim
mulation casse, it is kknown that the
sim
mulation of th
he data can bbe produced
d from
diffferent modells and depthh combinatio
on. In
the example off Figure 5, thhe model ressponse
can
n be approxim
mated with different dep
pth of
500
0 m, 1500 m, and 22000 m and the
com
mbination off 25 segments
ts of Radon source.
s
Thiis phenomenon can confuuse the interp
preter,
as we chose a bad startinng model fo
or the
inv
version proceess. Hence, it is necessaary to
do a step that can
c give goodd coarse guiidance
for choosing the startingg model in
n the
inv
version proccess (Maitii et al., 2012).
2

Figgure 4. Radon synthetic
s
data att a depth of 70 cm under the su
urface with a measurement
m
lenngth of 2500 m..

effect in the Radon data. Different
Figure 5. Example of non-uniqueness
n
D
Radon
n synthetic moodel combinatio
ons can
produce similaar Radon syntheetic data. The m
models have a depth
d
of 500 m, 1000 m, 1500 m
m, and 2000 m.
m
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4. Invversion Scheeme
The inversion method
m
is usually used for
determ
mining thee subsurface model or
param
meter of the measured orr observed ddata.
In thhis Radon method, the measuredd or
obserrved data is a data meassured at a deepth
of 700 cm under thhe surface, while
w
the dessired
modeel is the Raddon distributiion and depth
th of
the ssource in thee subsurfacee. As explaiined
beforre, the non-unniqueness prroblem has too be
solveed first, so thhat we can bee more confiddent
with the inverteed model. This
T
problem
m is
widelly known too be solved using inverssion
basedd on global optimization such as G
Grid
search, Monte-C
Carlo, Simulaated Annealling,
Geneetic Algoritthm and Particle
P
Sw
warm
Optim
mization
(Rubinsteein,
19991;
Bhatttacharya annd Sen, 20
003; Yogi and
Widoodo, 2017).
Globaal optimizattion requiress a lot of loongtime computationn for obtaining a result w
with
a smaall error whicch is similar to the measuured
data ((Chunduru et
e al., 1997). In this reseaarch,
the inversion method
m
bassed on gloobal
optim
mization waas used as
a a guidaance
for ddetermining the starting
g model thaat is
expeccted to reducce the non-un
niqueness eff
ffect.
Thereefore, for accelerating
a
the calculaation
proceess, the rouugh model from
f
the gloobal
optim
mization was
w
inverteed using the
least--square inveersion metho
od (Maiti et al.,
2012; Yogi annd Wido, 2017). M
More
u
the dam
mped least-squuare
specifically, we used
methood
using
the
siingular
vaalue
decom
mposition method.
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With that reeason, an innversion pro
ocess that
we chose based on thee global optiimization
was the simple methhod which quickly
determines the
t adequatee starting mo
odel. The
resulted mo
odel from this step had an
unnecessarilly small eerror, but had a
reasonable tendency w
where the inversion
model gatheering was goood enough. The grid
search meth
hod is the ssimplest metthod, but
with more th
han 10 inverssion models,, a longer
time is requiired to achievve a final mo
odel. The
next modell that havee relatively
y simple
computation
n is Monte--Carlo meth
hod. This
method willl search thhe model dimension
d
randomly, so
o the calculaation time waas shorter
than the Grid
d search metthod.
Monte-Carlo
o method iis a random
m model
searching method
m
whichh gives a model
m
that
tends to thee minimum global and
d reduces
minimum non-uniquene
n
ess effect (Sen
(
and
Stoffa, 2013
3). To get fasster model searching,
we made a model seearching ran
nge. We
started the model
m
searchhing range made by
averaging th
he observed ddata by follo
owing the
inversion seegments. In tthis case, th
here were
25 segmentss with 100 m length. From
F
that
average dataa, the maxim
mum range that was
double the average datta and the minimum
m
range that was
w half of thhe average data
d were
chosen (Figure 6). FFrom the previous
simulation, this
t range meeets the charracteristic
of the diffussion – conveection mech
hanism of
Radon. Thee minimum
m range waas made
purposely for
f
accomm
modating thee source
segments flu
uctuation.

Fig
gure 6. Searchinng range in the Monte Carlo in
nversion.
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On the oother hand, foor measuring
g how good a
calculateed model is compared
c
to the observedd
data, wee used relativve root mean
n square errorr
(RRMSE
E) (Jupp annd Vozoff, 1975). Thiss
relative comparisonn can give satisfactoryy
result inn comparingg two differrent data forr
every ddifferent daata range. Given thee
examplee, in Figure 7, the firstt case has a
maximum
m value aboout 1300 Bq//m3, while inn
the seconnd case, the maximum value
v
is abouut
2700 Bqq/m3. Both cases havee a differennt

S error
relaative RMS errror of 1 %, bbut the RMS
in the
t second case
c
(18.7) iis greater thaan the
RM
MS error for the first casee (9.4). From
m that
exaample, we chose
c
RRMSSE for meassuring
two
o data diffferences in the later study
beccause of its ro
obustness.
 d obs  d cal 



d obs 
i1 
Relative RMS error
e

N
N

2

(10)

Figure 7. Two responsess that have a siimilar relative root mean squaare error (RRM
MSE), but differrent root mean
n square
(RMS).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. a) RRMSE vaalue distribution of 1000 iteraations from Monte Carlo inversion that shoows the smallest error
model and thee 10% threshold
d line. b) The sm
mallest error model,
m
and c) av
verage model frrom the 10% threshold
calculated moddel and calculatted data.
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From Monte-Carlo calculation, we got 1000
models with the RRMSE range of 6.55% to
52.84% (Figure 8a). In this study, we try to
apply two schemes of the final model, which
were the best model from the Monte-Carlo
calculation and the average model from 10%
smallest error model. From these schemes,
the first one gave a very fluctuating model,
with an error of 6.55% (Figure 8b). The
second one gave a model, which had a
similar pattern to the data, with an error of
4.12% (Figure 8c). From this result, we chose
the model of the second scheme as the
starting model for damped least-square
inversion (Figure 9).
Forward modeling equation in the previous
explanation (Equation 6) can be written in
matrix form as Equation (11). g represents
forward modeling function as in Equation (6),
d represents response or calculated data from
forward modeling process (Zhdanov, 2002).
The response or calculated data here have a
similar treatment to the real data, which is
picked from 70 cm beneath the surface.

d  g(m)

(11)

where m is the model vector, which follows
the pattern bellow
m  [N1 , N 2 ,..., N n , d ]

(12)

N is the Radon source segment width and d is
the depth of the Radon source.
The damped least square algorithm in this
study based on singular value decomposition
that had been used in (Ekinci and Demirci,
2008) for DC resistivity method. We tried to
modify this inversion scheme, suited the
Radon method. The damped least square
equation is stated as:

 m  ( AT A   2 I ) 1 A  d

(13)

Δm is an update model vector that has m
number segments model, Δd is a data
difference vector between observed data and
calculated data from forward modeling
process. This vector has n number of
elements following the number of the data. A
is a Jacobian matrix, I is an identity matrix,
and ε is a damping factor. The Jacobian
matrix is a matrix of differentiation forward
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modeling over models which approximated
by the forward difference scheme in
Equations (14) and (15).
A

gn
mm

(14)

g ( m  mm )  gn ( mm )
A n m
mm

(15)
Jacobian matrix, A, has a dimension of n×m,
where n and m are data number and model
parameter number, respectively. The matrix
A can be reformed into three different vectors
by using singular value decomposition (SVD)
method as:
A  USV T

(16)

From the singular value decomposition
process, the U matrix (n×m) is a data
eigenvector, V (m×m) is a model parameter
eigenvector. S (m×m) is a diagonal matrix
with the value of λ1, λ2, …, λm, this value is
also called singular value of A matrix. The
correction value of the model parameter in
Equation (13) can be expressed again in the
new term as:
 


j  T
(17)
m  Vdiag 
U d
2
2
  j   
In Equations (13) and (17), we can see that
there is a damping factor (ε). This damping
factor has a crucial role in regulating the
inversion process. The first function is to
prevent a matrix singular, which cannot be
inverted. The other is to control the
convergence speed of the inversion process
in Equation (17). We can choose two ways of
the damping factor value, which is large or
small value. Figure (10) shows the error
value that changes every iteration
for different choices of the damping factor.
When the damping factor is large, the
inversion process will be stable because the
correction of the model is small. However, it
will make the convergence obtained in longer
calculation. The other choice is a small
damping factor, where the model update is
big and the convergence is faster. However,
the inversion process cannot be stable.
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Deterrmine the grid
d dimension and models ran
nge

M
Monte
Carlo In
nversion with 1000 models

The Mon
nte Carlo final model becom
me a starting model
m
in the leaast square inversion

Damped Le
east Square In
nversion

F
Final
Model
Figurre 9. The purpossed inversion sccheme flow chaart.

Figgure 10. RRMS
SE curve for evvery iteration wiith a different damping
d
factor.

Followinng that caase, the reegulation iss
made for determ
mining the value o f
the dam
mping factor based on th
he sensitivityy
of data over the model. Thee sensitivityy
is repressented in thee Jacobian matrix
m
and λ
value att SVD. By using this regulation,
r
aat
the beginning of thee inversion, the dampingg
factor w
will be largee so that th
he inversionn
will be stable. Aloong with the iterationn,
the dam
mping factoor is reducced so thaat
the convvergence is faster to be
b achievedd.
From thiis regulationn, we can see in Figure 100.
The erroor curve off the regulatted dampingg
factor ccan achieve the same speed withh
a small damping factor
f
while maintainingg
the stabbility. The regulation
n is shownn
in equaation below (Arnason and Hersirr,
1988).

1

   L x L

(18)
where L is triaal number fo
for every iteeration
and
d Δx is th
he relative misfit which is
calcculated with
x
 xr
xr  r 1
xr 1

(19)

where xr-1 is a misfit foorm the preevious
iterration and xr is a misfitt from the current
iterration.
S
Da
ata Inversio n
5. Synthetic
Dam
mped least--square inveersion proceess is
starrted with cho
oosing the sttaring model. The
starrting model, in this case, is the final model
m
from
m Monte-Carlo inversioon, which is
i the
aveerage model (Figure
(
11).
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Figuree 11. Average model
m
from 10%
% best model frrom Monte Carrlo that is used as
a starting mode
del in damped leeast squares.

Inverrsion proceess is finisshed in soome
iterattions until thhe error is convergent and
one best model achieved. The Figure 12
show
ws that thhe calculatted curve is
approoaching the synthetic model.
m
From the
quanttitative aspeect, the errorr curve willl be

minimum ass the iteratioon and the calculated
c
response app
proaching thhe synthetic data.
d
The
inversion sto
opped when it reached RMS
R
error
0.3% at 16th iteration, w
where the calculated
c
response giives a simiilar curve with the
synthetic currve.

Figure 12. Dam
mped least squaare processes att 2nd, 6th, 11th, and 16th iteraation.
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As the inversion model
m
has more
m
segmennt
than thee synthetic model, the final modeel
gives uss a model thhat has som
me differencee
than thee synthetic model.
m
The difference iss
relativelyy small as it
i happened because thee
model trried to fit thee calculated model to thee
syntheticc model. Thhe depth of the model iss
1050 m,, which is reelatively maatched by thee
depth off the synthetiic model, 100
00 m (Figuree
13).
This whhole schemee, from deteermining thee
starting model to the final model, wass
repeatedd for 19 tim
mes with thee same stepss
(Figure 14). Thereefore, we assumed
a
thaat
all the innversion hadd a small errror, betweenn
0.07% tto 0.32%. Besides,
B
the range of thee
model ddepth was abbout 1045 m to 1115 m
m.
From theese 19 inverrsion processses, we know
w
that the average deptth of the Rad
don source iss
1070 m
m. Thereforee, we can say
s
that thee
combinaation of the Monte-Carlo
M
and Dampedd
least-squuares inversioon method can
c overcomee
and miinimize thee effect off the nonnuniqueneess problem.

R Data In
nversion
6. Real
In the previou
us explanatiion, we gett that
the combination
n of Monte-C
Carlo and daamped
leasst-square in
nversion succcessfully in
nverts
the synthetic data.
d
By ussing that scheme,
we tried to solve the real Raadon measurement
on the field. The measurrement was held
in Rajabasa geothermal area, Lam
mpung
Pro
ovince in Southern
S
arrea of Sum
matera
Islaand, Indonessia. The Rajjabasa geoth
hermal
areaa was locatted in the area of Rajjabasa
Mo
ountain (Gunung Rajabassa) (Figure 15
5). By
app
plying the inversion scheme to
o the
meaasurement data, we triedd to determin
ne the
dep
pth of the geothermal
g
rreservoir an
nd the
valu
ue of Rad
don source. Data from
m the
Rajjabasa geothermal area cconsist of two
o data
setss. The first section is what we call
c
it
section AA’ with a length aabout 4000 m.
m The
second section is what we ccall it section
n BB’,
witth a length about
a
3500 m. Both sections
werre measured directly aboove the geoth
hermal
pro
ospect.

Figure 13. Final modeel from the synth
hetic data inverrsion.

Figure 14. The depth of
o the inversion
n scheme resultts for 19 repetitiions that can minimize the nonn-uniqueness efffect.
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Figure 15. Radon meassurement map in
n Rajabasa Geo
othermal field.

Sectioon AA’ dataa has three lo
ocal maximuums,
whichh indicate that there are abunddant
sourcces underneaath the surfacce (Figure 116a).
We applied the inversion scheme to the
data with 40 souurce segmen
nts with a w
width
of 1000 m. Inverrsion processs was repeaated
for 119 times. Frrom the rep
petition, we got

the error between
b
0.5 1% to 0.88
8%. The
depth range was betweeen 620 m to
o 797 m,
where the average
a
is 7712 m (Figu
ure 16b).
The final model show
ws that thee Radon
source has a maxim
mal value of 8763
Bq/m3 and the minim
mum value is 1533
Bq/m3.

(a)

(b)
Figu
ure 16. a) Final model from secction AA’ data inversion. b) Depth
D
of the inveersion scheme rresults for 19 reepetitions.
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Section BB’ was innverted by the
t inversionn
scheme w
with a startinng model off 35 segmentss
(Figure 17a). Every segment haas a width o f
100 m. Similar to thhe synthetic scheme, thee
inversionn is repeatedd 19 times. The
T inversionn
gives uss results thatt the error was
w betweenn
5.27% too 5.79%. Thee depth of th
he source wass
a rangedd between 6882 m to 782 m where thee
average depth was 728 m (Figure 17b). From
m
the resullt, we got a bigger
b
relativ
ve RMS errorr
than seection AA'. It happen
ned becausee
section BB' has fluctuated data. Thee
fluctuation cannot be resolved by
b using onlyy
100 m.. While we
w can minimize
m
thee
relative RMS errorr by reduciing the sizee
of the seegment, we may
m get an inappropriate
i
e
result bbecause of overfitting. When thee

model segmen
nt becomes too smalll, the
inv
version proceess tends to make overfitting
finaal result. We tried to av
avoid this beecause
the fluctuation might be m
made from noise.
By getting conssistent modell results is en
nough,
though the relative RMS errror was relaatively
bigger. The resu
ult gives a m
maximum vaalue of
743
38 Bq/m3 an
nd the miniimum value of 9
Bq//m3.
Fro
om the two sections
s
aboove, we know
w that
the depth of source was relatively close,
whiich are 712
2 m and 7228 m. This result
of
con
nfirms
thee
previouus
result
mag
gnetotelluricc measuremeent by Dimw
wani et
al. (Dimwani ett al., 2011). T
The study sh
howed
thatt the geotherrmal lied in a depth of 500
5 m
to 1000
1
m beneath the surfaace (Figure 18).

(a)

(b)

Figure 117. a) Final moddel from section
n BB’ data inveersion. b) Depth
h of the inversio
on scheme resullts for 19 repetiitions.

Figure 188. Magnetotellurric section that shows the geotthermal reservo
oir under the con
nductive layer ((Dimwani et al.., 2011).
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7. Conclusions
Radon measurement on the surface can
represent the subsurface condition. From
measurement on the surface, we tried to do
an inversion. The inversion can show the
source parameters, which are the Radon
concentration and depth of the source. We
proposed a combination of global
optimization method and a least square
method to overcome non-uniqueness problem
while maintaining a fast computation. We
used Monte-Carlo and Damped least-square
inversion as the Monte-Carlo is a direct and
straightforward approach for determining the
starting model for the damped least square
method. The damped least square variant that
we used was based on singular value
decomposition. From the experiment, we got
that the Monte Carlo process gave adequate
starting model to the damped least squares.
The damped least squares gave a final model
that is similar to the synthetic model, which
gave errors between 0.07% to 0.32% in 19
repetitions. From that is repetition, we got a
final model that similar to the synthetic
model depth. The difference was relatively
small, about 7%. We can say that this
difference was relatively small because the
inversion has considerable uncertainty from
the non-uniqueness problem.
From here, we can say that the inversion
scheme that we proposed was quite
successful. Therefore, we tried to use this
scheme to invert the real data. The Radon
two sets of data were from Rajabasa
geothermal area in Indonesia. There are two
sets of data, which are the section AA’ and
the section BB’. The section AA’ inversion
gave an error range between 0.51% to 0.88%
and the depth of 712 m. On the other hand,
from the section BB’ we got error in the
range between 5.27% to 5.79% with a depth
of 728 m. These two final depth results give a
consistent result with the magnetotelluric
measurement from Dimwani et al. (2011).
We can conclude that the inversion scheme
of Monte-Carlo and damped least square
method can be used for determining the
geothermal reservoir depth, especially in
Rajabasa geothermal area.
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